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Abstract

Cinema Context is an online database for researching the history of cinema exhibition and distribution in the Netherlands. It contains structured information on venues, persons and companies involved in the dissemination of film from the late nineteenth century until the present day, with an emphasis on the first half of the twentieth century. Aim of this paper is to document and critically reflect on the creation of the database and account for and motivate the choices made in constructing the data model and collecting the data.
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- Related data set “Cinema Context. Film in Nederland vanaf 1896: een encyclopedie van de filmcultuur” with DOI https://www.doi.org/10.17026/dans-z9y-c5g6 in repository “DANS”
- See the showcase of the data in the Exhibit of Datasets: https://www.dans-datajournal.nl/rdp/exhibit.html?showcase=oort2020a
1. Background

Cinema Context is an online database for researching the history of cinema exhibition and distribution in the Netherlands, covering a period from the late nineteenth century until the present (http://www.cinemacontext.nl/). Since its official launch in 2006, the database has been continuously edited and extended with new data, initially by Karel Dibbets and, after his death in 2017, by an editorial office at the University of Amsterdam's Centre for Cultural Heritage and Identity (ACHI). This data paper provides a detailed description of the database, outlining the choices made in collecting and organizing the data and the implications of these choices for using the database in film historical research. The paper aims to increase the transparency of Cinema Context and thus contributes to its usability as an instrument for scholarly research.

Cinema Context is both the result and catalyst of a broader movement in historical film studies known as ‘New Cinema History’, which focuses on moviegoing as a social and cultural phenomenon, rather than on films as aesthetic objects (Biltereyst, Maltby, & Meers, 2011). Collecting information on the ‘Who, What, Where and When of film exhibition and distribution’, in the words of Dibbets, allows scholars to study ‘the DNA of film culture’ (Dibbets, 2010, p. 331). Cinema Context is both used as a straightforward encyclopaedia for looking up facts and for more complex analyses of patterns and networks in film distribution and exhibition (Noordegraaf, Lotze, & Boter, 2018).

The international community of experts in the field of film and cinema history regards Cinema Context as a standard that has served as an example for similar databases around the world (see, for example, Abbott, 2010; Allen, 2010; van Asseldonk, et al., 2009; van Oort & Pafort-Overduin, 2018). Cinema Context has been praised internationally as ‘unique in the world’ (Garncarz, 2015, p. 201) and ‘the finest film reference source on the Web, for all film let alone silent film’ (McKernan, 2017).

1.1. Origins of the Database

The Cinema Context database was created by the historian and film scholar Karel Dibbets (1947-2017). The first component of the data collection dates back to Dibbets’ work on chain formation in the Dutch market for cinema

---

1 The editorial office currently consists of editor-in-chief Julia Noordegraaf, editor Thunnis van Oort and programmer Ivan Kisjes, and is located in the CREATE program at the Amsterdam Centre for Cultural Heritage and Identity (http://www.create.humanities.uva.nl/). For this article, a snapshot (December 2018) of the dataset has been stored at DANS: https://doi.org/10.17026/dans-z9y-c5g6. Detailed documentation of the various fields in the database is included there.
exhibition between 1928 and 1977, for which he collected data on cinemas and their managers and owners from the membership lists of the Dutch branch organisation Nederlandse Bioscoopbond (Dibbets, 1980). Supported by the then-new method of network analysis, newly developed software and access to the one supercomputer available at the University of Amsterdam in 1979, Dibbets’ analysis demonstrated a gradual concentration of cinema ownership in so-called chains that came to dominate the cinema market in the post-WWII period, in particular in the three largest cities of Amsterdam, Rotterdam and The Hague. The legacy of this research was an extensive dataset listing cinemas, their locations, the people and companies involved in running cinemas, as well as distribution companies and the people behind them. This dataset forms the core of the Cinema Context dataset, that has been supplemented and improved upon by Dibbets in the following decades.

In the 1990s, the data were available online (Dibbets, 2010, p. 334). In 2003, the Dutch Research Council NWO granted a large infrastructure subsidy to greatly expand the existing dataset and build the digital infrastructure to store the data and publish them online. The development of the data model and the implementation of the required software was realized by the Digital Production Centre (DPC) of the Library of the University of Amsterdam. In the
framework of this project, collections of film titles, film censorship records and film programmes (data on specific films screened at a certain time and place, collected from advertisements in contemporary newspapers) were added.

Before his death in May 2017, Karel Dibbets transferred the ownership and curation of Cinema Context to the digital humanities research programme CREATE at the University of Amsterdam. In his final years, he was still actively involved in the design of the most recent extension to Cinema Context, the Cinema Context Editor, an interface developed by the DPC that facilitates adding and correcting new data (Fig. 2). The editorial team, headed by editor-in-chief Julia Noordegraaf, is currently implementing the new editor and planning further extensions of the dataset and the functionality of the website.²

2. Data Model

- Cinema Context. Film in Nederland vanaf 1896: een encyclopedie van de filmcultuur
- Public interface – URL: http://www.cinemacontext.nl/
- Snapshot deposited at DANS – DOI:https://www.doi.org/10.17026/dans-z9y-c5g6
- Temporal coverage: 1896-2018, continuing

² During the period when this article was being prepared for publication, a “Small data project” grant was awarded by DANS that allows for the conversion of the Cinema Context dataset into RDF and make it available as Linked Open Data in 2020. The result is available here: https://www.gitlab.com/uvacreate/cinema-context/cinema-context-rdf.
Cinema Context is a relational database, meaning that each table consists of records with unique identifiers that allow linking a record to records in the various other tables. Ten tables form the core of the database; the other 53 tables are either subcategories or ‘join’ tables. Below we describe the most significant tables. For a more detailed description of tables and fields, please consult the more extensive documentation that accompanies the deposited database.

Programme (tblProgramme) – A programme consists of a combination of a date, a venue – usually a (travelling) cinema theatre – and one or more ‘programme items’, which are usually film titles.

Film (tblFilm) – This table stores film titles, taken from a variety of historical sources, such as newspapers, trade papers and the Desmet business archives (archived at eye Film Institute). Cinema Context does not systematically collect productional information on the films, such as actors, genre, et cetera. This type of data is available in other online databases, of which the Internet Movie Database (IMDB: https://www.imdb.com/) is the most comprehensive. (Chew & Elhard, 2005) Where possible, Cinema Context provides a link to the unique IMDB ID for each identified film title.

Venue (tblVenue) – This table stores data on the cinema theatres. Its title can be somewhat misleading, because the table does not capture information about the buildings where films were screened but refers to a cinema operation that was active at a certain period, run by a specific person or company. This distinction was necessary to accommodate the phenomenon of travelling cinema in the data model, that did not necessarily operate in buildings but also in tents and other ambulant structures.

Address (tblAddress) – This table stores the addresses of the cinema venues and their geolocation. In some cases it contains a link to information on the buildings located at these addresses (tblAddressConstructionHistory).

Person (tblPerson) and Company (tblCompany) – These tables store natural persons and legal entities.

Publication (tblPublication) and Archive (tblArchive) – The Publication and Archive tables provide the source references for the information contained in the database (respectively bibliographical information and unpublished sources).

Censorship (tblCensorship) – The Censorship table contains records of the national censorship board. The board’s permit was required for all publicly screened films in the Netherlands between 1928 and 1977. Its archival records contain useful information such as the original movie titles and (translated) titles used for the release on the Dutch market, the name of the distributor and the censorship classification.
FIGURE 3 Conceptual Entity Relationship Diagram of the Cinema Context data model. This is not a mapping of all the tables and fields; more precise technical diagrams can be found in the documentation at the EASY repository. For the sake of clarity, some entities and entity relations have been left out. For instance, to prevent a cluttered cloud of connections, the Publications, Archive and Medium tables have been omitted here. These entities are potentially connected to virtually all other main entities, functioning as references to sources or images. Also, some connections that do exist in the database have been omitted from the diagram, again, for clarity’s sake. For example, the censorship entity is connected to the company entity, because the censorship organisation is listed as a legal entity in the company table.

Media (tblMediumObject) – Cinema Context does not hold digital media objects, but, where possible, provides links to digital media objects stored in other locations.

3. Data Collection

For much of the information stored in Cinema Context, source references are available, but not every single data point can be attributed to a specific source.
To understand which parts of the data collection come from which sources, it is necessary to describe the data collection process in more detail.

The core of the dataset on cinemas, persons and companies was collected via the name and address lists of the trade organisation NBB (Nederlandse Bioscoobond, Netherlands Cinema League; see Figure 4). Since the mid-1920s it was not possible to run a commercial cinema in the Netherlands without membership of the NBB, which makes its archive an uncommonly complete historical source for cinemas (and distributors) in the Netherlands (van der Velden, van Oort, & de Jong, 2013; van Oort, 2018). The cinemas in the period before the mid-1920s, including travelling cinemas, have been collected from a variety of sources such as newspapers and trade papers (see Figures 4 and 5). Over the years, cinemas, persons and companies have been added to the data collection.

The bulk of the film programming information (which films were screened at which cinema at which date) was manually copied from weekly newspaper listings and advertisements.\(^3\) Table 1 presents an overview of the newspapers that were used by the data entry team to document the weekly film programmes in several Dutch cities in the period 1896-1948. The most comprehensive series of programming data has been collected for the following cities: Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague, and Utrecht, Leiden and Groningen.

The longitudinal series of programming data for these six cities has been supplemented with smaller portions of programming data for other municipalities, by adding data sets collected by researchers and students. The most important of these ‘data donors’ are currently mentioned on the Cinema Context website’s colophon (Cobi Bordewijk, Rudmer Canjels, Jan Hein Furnée, Clara Paafort-Overduin, Aafje Terwey, Frans Westra).

The obvious advantage of these additions is a broader and more detailed and diverse dataset that includes cinema programming in smaller cities and towns. The researcher using the data set, however, should be aware of the fact that for some periods or geographic areas the data set is more complete than for other periods or places and this can have effects on the representativeness of the data. For instance, if a researcher wants to do a comparative or longitudinal analysis of film programming in the 1920s and 1930s, (s) he should be aware that programming data for the period 1934-1935 covers a much wider geography than in other years, because of the dataset donated by

---

\(^3\) The guidelines that were used by the editorial team that entered and modified data, especially programming data, in the Cinema Context database, is available at https://www.doi.org/10.21942/uva.7398812.
Clara Pafort-Overduin, that includes film programming in several small towns in the South of the Netherlands. Figure 6 shows for which cities in which years programming data is currently available in the database. In general, the coverage is optimal for the 6 cities mentioned earlier (Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The
Hague, and Utrecht, Leiden and Groningen) and is not representative of the Dutch market, as it is biased towards urban areas located in the western part of the country (Holland/‘Randstad’). In the period until 1912, when travelling cinema is a dominant form of film exhibition, the coverage is more varied, as is clearly illustrated in Figure 6.

4. Discussion

This section discusses some aspects of the data collection and the design of the data model that merit critical reflection on the benefit for scholars that plan to use the data in their research.

### 4.1. Data Collection

A structural source of the Cinema Context data collection is the archives and publications of the trade organisation NBB. These records represent a quite systematic and representative collection of sources, but they nevertheless contain gaps and biases. Cinema Context has benefitted from the NBB's

---

**Table 1** Newspapers used as the source for programming data for specific cities/regions (for 100 programmes or more). The NULL entry refers to programming data where no source was specified. The frequency refers to the number of references made to that newspaper as a source for a cinema programme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Newspaper title</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25382</td>
<td><em>Haagsche Courant</em></td>
<td>The Hague</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24857</td>
<td><em>Rotterdamsch Nieuwsblad</em></td>
<td>Rotterdam/Schiedam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22814</td>
<td><em>De Telegraaf</em></td>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7346</td>
<td><em>Utrechtsch Nieuwsblad</em></td>
<td>Utrecht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6356</td>
<td><em>Leidsch Dagblad</em></td>
<td>Leiden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6044</td>
<td><em>Nieuwsblad van het Noorden</em></td>
<td>Groningen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4060</td>
<td><em>Het Parool</em></td>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1415</td>
<td><em>Algemeen Handelsblad</em></td>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1277</td>
<td><em>Limburger Koerier</em></td>
<td>Limburg province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1193</td>
<td><em>Utrechtsch Provinciaal en Stedelijk Dagblad</em></td>
<td>Utrecht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1135</td>
<td><em>Nieuws van de Dag</em></td>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>931</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>Various</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>696</td>
<td><em>De Waarheid</em></td>
<td>Den Haag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td><em>Dordrechtsche Courant</em></td>
<td>Dordrecht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206</td>
<td><em>IJmuider Courant</em></td>
<td>Ijmuiden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td><em>Het Volk</em></td>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189</td>
<td><em>Zierikzeesche Nieuwsbode</em></td>
<td>Zierikzee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td><em>Zandvoortsche Courant</em></td>
<td>Zandvoort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td><em>De Bussumsche Courant</em></td>
<td>Bussum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td><em>Asmodée</em></td>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
comprehensive membership administration that has provided the backbone of the datasets on cinemas, companies and persons. The degree of completeness of these NBB records is hard to match in other countries. For instance, in neighbouring Belgium, the absence of a central, overarching organisation for movie exhibitors has proven an obstacle for compiling reliable lists of cinemas, because competing trade publications provided contradictory accounts (Biltereyst & de Potter, 2018; van Oort, 2017). Still, a critical evaluation of the sources is warranted. For instance, it has been pointed out that the sudden rise of cinema operations in the late 1920s potentially did not reflect a real increase but rather was caused by a boost of NBB membership that brought into view cinemas that had already been in operation earlier but had not yet been registered (Thissen, van der Velden, & van Oort, 2009).

Another issue that users of the Cinema Context data need to take into account, is the NBB’s strong control over (and suppression of) film screenings outside of the commercial circuit. Without NBB membership, no one was allowed to rent or screen films, unless with explicit dispensation from the NBB strictly for non-commercial exhibition.4 Clubs and associations with such

---

4 The term non-commercial is not without complications, because some of these screenings outside of the regular cinemas could very well have had a commercial character. But this discussion would go beyond the scope of this paper.
dispensation would only receive films under certain restrictions that would limit the competition to commercial exhibitors. For example, commercial advertisements were prohibited, which means these screenings left little traces in the press for the historian to recover. Information on these non-commercial film screenings and the venues where they took place is not systematically available and hence only incidentally included in Cinema Context. However, we know that certain social movements, such as Christian and Communist organizations (KFA, CEFA), actively organized film screenings for their membership. Presumably, non-commercial film exhibition comprised only a small fraction of the market, but because the data have not been systematically collected, the exact size of this part of Dutch cinema culture cannot be established.

4.2. **Data Model**

Over the past decades, compared to the fairly simple lists of persons, people and companies it started with, Cinema Context has developed into a relatively complex and fine-grained data model. Nevertheless, in some instances, the data model remains less detailed, for instance when describing persons, buildings or locations. This has been a deliberate choice by the designers of the model when weighing the advantages of a more detailed data model to the disadvantages that higher complexity would have for the ease of use and the investment cost involved in data collection and registration: entering over 100,000 film programmes would not have been achievable using a data model with the highest granularity.

The consequences of the degree of granularity can be observed in the modelling of the film screening event, for which the elementary unit of information is the date (day) of screening. In practice, however, it is not the day but the week that counts as the basic temporal unit, at least for the largest part of the period that is covered by the data set. In the Dutch film distribution system the change of programme was – and still is – predominantly weekly.

---


6 At the time when the data model was designed, the choice was made to keep the Address table relatively simple because buildings and architectural history are not the main focus of Cinema Context. Ideally, this table could be split into separate tables for addresses and geolocation, perhaps even adding a third table for buildings as well, in order to improve the opportunity for linking to other geodata, for instance on buildings (‘kadaster’). We encountered this complication during a Linked Open Data pilot with Menno den Engelse and his ‘Lost Buildings’ project, see [http://www.verdwenengebouwen.nl/thema/6](http://www.verdwenengebouwen.nl/thema/6).
This is reflected in the data model because only the weekly starting date of the cinema programme is registered (usually a Friday). In cases where a screening deviates from this weekly pattern, the irregularities are mentioned in an explanatory text field. Examples include films with unique or limited screenings during the week such as Sunday children matinees, or programming in cinemas that would only screen for two or three days per week (common for cinemas in more rural areas). Consequently, analyses of the programming data would have to exclude or correct for these irregular screenings to obtain a representative overview. This is particularly relevant when exploiting Cinema Context’s potential for researching cinema attendance.

Confronted with the absence of box office statistics before the 1970s, the number of weeks that a specific film title has been screened can serve as a relative measure of its popularity. For example, based on the Cinema Context programming data, Karel Dibbets found that the top ten of films with the highest number of screening weeks in the large cities in the period up until the Second World War contains four Dutch films, including ranking positions 1 and 2, respectively De Jantjes (1934) and Pygmalion (1937). This demonstrates that Dutch audiences preferred a national product, even if only a tiny fraction of the film supply was domestic (see also Pafort-Overduin, 2012). Furthermore, only three titles in this pre-war top ten were American-made, which complicates the notion of Hollywood market dominance and, thus, shows the potential of data-driven cinema historical research for revisiting existing assumptions about local film cultures (Dibbets, 2010, p. 341; see also Garncarz, 2015).

Statistics based on the number of playing weeks, thus, can provide insight into the preferences of historical film audiences. But the lack of precision in the data model can also present problems for use of the programming data in film historical research. First of all, the Dutch distribution arrangement of weekly programme changes is not necessarily representative of other markets. For instance, in Italy and Great Britain, several programme changes per week occur, even daily changes are common in some cases (Gennari & Sedgwick, 2015; Sedgwick, 2000). As such, the focus on the week as a temporal unit for programmes can complicate transnational comparisons. More fundamental issues arise when scholars want to perform statistical analyses on the programming data. An example is the application of the POPSTAT method that has been developed by John Sedgwick to measure the popularity of films in the absence of box office information (Sedgwick, 2000). To calculate this index, the number of individual screenings per week is preferred. But in the Cinema Context, see Sedgwick, Pafort-Overduin, & Boter, 2012.
Context data set, a film with one single matinee screening would have the same weight as a film that would normally be screened perhaps five times a day, seven days a week.

We have encountered this complication during a pilot study, comparing film programming during the Second World War in Amsterdam and The Hague (data from Cinema Context) and Antwerp (a data collection assembled by Roel Vande Winkel) (van Oort, Kisjes, & Vande Winkel, 2018). Using a simplified derivative of the POPSTAT method, we ranked titles by a measure of their popularity, based on the number of weeks they would have been screened in the Dutch cities and the seating capacity of the theatres. To our surprise, a German-Swedish documentary from 1929 popped up in the Dutch top-10: *Mit Sven Hedin durch Asiens Wüsten* (1929). It was clear that a silent non-fiction film that was over a decade old would not be expected to rank this high. We could determine quickly that this film had indeed played for many weeks in The Hague, but only on Sunday mornings in the so-called 'Cinematografische Volksuniversiteit', an educational programme that had been screening documentaries for school children in several large Dutch cities since 1933 (Cinematografische volksuniversiteit, 1934; Film als onderwijsmiddel, 1940). The fact that this was a Sunday morning screening is mentioned in the text field in the database, but that information has proven difficult to deploy in quantitative analysis. So it is important for users of the Cinema Context dataset to appreciate the complications of the model in this respect and to correct for such aberrations in their analyses.

The week as the basic temporal unit might also create complications for programming data for the post-war period, when information with higher detail is systematically available in the sources, such as exact starting times for each screening. This is part of the broader question to what extent the current data model can accommodate more fine-grained and more recent programming data. The DIGIFIL project, funded by CLARIAH and still in progress at the time of the writing of this paper, has enabled the automated extraction of film programming data for several Dutch cities from digitized newspapers over the period 1948-1995. The cinema exhibition and distribution landscapes have transformed profoundly after the 1960s, seeing the development of the

---

8 DIGIFIL is sponsored by CLARIAH, the Dutch national research infrastructure for Digital Humanities research funded by NWO (https://www.clariah.nl/), and hosted by the CREATE program at the University of Amsterdam (http://www.create.humanities.uva.nl/digifil-digital-film-listings/).
art-house and the multiplex cinema. The latter, screening multiple films simultaneously in different auditoriums in one theatre, offers a new type of programming practice. The data model does provide the option of multiple screens per cinema, but the storage of multiscreen programming in the database has not yet been put to the test.
5. Conclusion

The Cinema Context database is a comprehensive, unique open dataset on the history of cinema exhibition in the Netherlands that provides unprecedented opportunities to study the history of Dutch film culture from a longitudinal and comparative perspective (Noordegraaf, Lotze, & Boter, 2018). Its data model has set a standard for many other international projects that collect similar data on films, the places where they were shown and the people and companies that made this possible. At the same time, as we have shown in the discussion above, the choices made in collecting and modelling the data pose some restrictions that have to be carefully taken into account, in particular when performing more large-scale statistical analyses.
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